NORTH KOREAN REFUGEES IN CHINA

Introduction

During the Commission’s 2018 reporting year, the Chinese government’s policy of detaining North Korean refugees and repatriating them to the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) remained in place, despite substantial evidence that repatriated persons face torture, imprisonment, forced labor, execution, and other inhuman treatment. The Chinese government regards North Korean refugees in China as illegal economic migrants and maintains a policy of forcible repatriation based on a 1998 border protocol with the DPRK. China’s repatriation of North Korean refugees contravenes its international obligations under the 1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol, to which China has acceded. China is also obligated under the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment to refrain from repatriating persons if there are “substantial grounds for believing that [they] would be in danger of being subjected to torture.”

Repatriation of Refugees and Border Conditions

This past year, heightened security measures along the China-North Korea and China-Southeast Asia borders increased the risks North Korean refugees face, and may be limiting the outflow of refugees from the DPRK. South Korean Ministry of Unification data indicated that 1,127 North Korean refugees reached South Korea in 2017, continuing a trend of significant decline since 2009 when the yearly number of refugees entering South Korea peaked at 2,914. The North Korean government’s imprisonment and torture of repatriated North Koreans render North Koreans in China refugees sur place who fear persecution upon return to their country of origin, regardless of their reason for leaving the DPRK. The Chinese government, however, has refused to recognize them as such, insisting that the refugees are illegal economic migrants. According to South Korea-based news media Daily NK, after North Korean leader Kim Jong-un’s March 2018 visit to China, Chinese authorities increased the monetary reward for reporting North Korean refugees hiding inside China. As a result, Chinese authorities reportedly caught and detained many North Korean refugees.

Throughout the 2018 reporting year, Chinese authorities reportedly detained, and in some cases, repatriated North Korean refugees to the DPRK:

- **September 2017.** Chinese authorities reportedly detained a group of eight North Korean refugees near the China-Laos border.

- **November 2017.** Chinese authorities reportedly detained a group of 10 North Korean refugees—which included a young boy, his mother, and a nuclear scientist—in Shenyang municipality, Liaoning province. Authorities later repatriated the group to the DPRK, after which the nuclear scientist reportedly committed suicide in detention. According to an April 2018 Telegraph report, in a rare event, North Korean authorities released the mother and the boy, possibly as a result of an
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“improvement in inter-Korean relations” and “pressure from the international community.”

- **March 2018.** Prior to North Korean leader Kim Jong-un’s visit to China in late March, Chinese authorities reportedly detained seven North Korean refugees in the following two locations: a railway station in Shenyang and an unknown location in Kunming municipality, Yunnan province, near the China-Laos border. Chinese authorities reportedly detained an additional 30 North Korean refugees during and after Kim’s visit to China. The South Korean government reportedly considered stepping up efforts to prevent repatriation of North Korean refugees in China following the detention of the 30 refugees. According to reports, Chinese authorities released the 30 refugees due to international pressure.

- **July to August 2018.** Chinese authorities reportedly detained a married North Korean couple at an unknown location in early July, after which the wife committed suicide in detention. Chinese authorities repatriated the husband and the wife’s body to the DPRK in August.

Crackdown on Foreign Missionaries

During this reporting year, Chinese authorities appeared to have intensified crackdowns on organizations and individuals, particularly South Korean Christian missionaries and churches, that have played a crucial role in assisting and facilitating the movement of North Korean refugees outside the DPRK.

- **December 2017 to January 2018.** According to international media reports, Chinese authorities deported 32 South Korean missionaries who had been based in Yanji city, Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture (KAP), Jilin province. Some of the missionaries reportedly had been assisting North Korean refugees.

- **February 2018.** According to international media reports, the South Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs confirmed that Chinese authorities had detained several South Korean missionaries in Yanbian KAP, including a missionary surnamed Kim who was detained for violating immigration law. Chinese authorities also reportedly detained four Christian missionaries in Yanji, including two Chinese citizens and a Korean American.

Furthermore, according to South Korean and international media reports, Chinese authorities in the three northeastern provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning have expelled hundreds of South Korean missionaries since late 2016. The expulsion of South Korean missionaries reportedly has resulted in the closure of many South Korean-run churches in the region. Approximately 1,000 South Korean missionaries reportedly had been working in China, mostly in the northeast region. Many of these missionaries have assisted North Korean refugees in fleeing to South Korea and other countries. Sources also indicate that the expulsion of South Korean missionaries may be connected to Chinese authorities’ crackdown on “illicit religious activities.”
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Trafficking of North Korean Women

North Korean women who enter China illegally remain particularly vulnerable to human trafficking. The demand for North Korean women has been linked to a sex ratio imbalance in China exacerbated by the Chinese government’s population planning policies. Sources indicate that the majority of North Korean refugees leaving the DPRK are women, many of whom are trafficked by force or deception from the DPRK into or within China for the purposes of forced marriage and commercial sexual exploitation. The Chinese government’s refusal to recognize these women as refugees denies them legal protection and may encourage the trafficking of North Korean women and girls within China. China is obligated under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women and the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, to take measures to safeguard trafficking victims and suppress all forms of trafficking of women. [For more information on the sex ratio imbalance and the trafficking of women in China, see Section II—Population Control and Section II—Human Trafficking.]

Children of North Korean and Chinese Parents

Many children born to Chinese fathers and North Korean mothers remain deprived of basic rights to education and other public services, owing to the children’s lack of legal resident status in China. According to some estimates, the population of children born in China to North Korean women ranges between 20,000 and 30,000. The PRC Nationality Law provides that all children born in China are entitled to Chinese nationality if either parent is a Chinese citizen. Chinese authorities reportedly continue to largely deprive these children of their rights to birth registration and nationality. Without proof of resident status, these children are unable to access education and other public services. The denial of nationality rights and access to education for these children contravenes China’s obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the Child.
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